Three silent periods in the orbiculari oculi muscles of man: normal findings and some clinical vignettes.
To investigate how many true silent periods could be found in the orbiculari oculi muscles of man. 10 subjects, clinically healthy (5 male, 5 female), with a mean age of 34 years-old (range: 23 to 48) were evaluated by mean of the blink reflex at resting and during contraction of the orbiculari oculi reflex according to protocols validated internationally. Three responses called R1, R2 and R3 were obtained in the orbicular oculi muscle at resting state which had latencies and amplitudes within normal limits. What was new was to obtain three silent periods when the subjects were evaluated during muscle contraction. The duration of the first silent period was statistically longer than the second one (p < 0.004) and shorter than the third silent period (p < 0.0001). In addition, this test was found useful in detecting more specific findings in patients with hemifacial spasm and Meigge syndrome. This is by the first time that three silent periods in the orbicular oculi muscles are consistently demonstrated. The refractoriness of the alpha motoneurons and the action of gamma-collateral activity seem to be the main conditions leasing to display the first two periods of muscle suppression. The modification of gamma motoneurons firing as well as a pause of muscle spindles in facial muscles due to the action of nociceptive stimuli traveling unmyelinated C fibers of the supraorbital nerve might be the most important mechanisms involved in the production of the third silent period. These results enables further clinical application of this test.